Entropy-based optimization of wavelet spatial filters.
A new class of spatial filters for surface electromyographic (EMG) signal detection is proposed. These filters are based on the 2-D spatial wavelet decomposition of the surface EMG recorded with a grid of electrodes and inverse transformation after zeroing a subset of the transformation coefficients. The filter transfer function depends on the selected mother wavelet in the two spatial directions. Wavelet parameterization is proposed with the aim of signal-based optimization of the transfer function of the spatial filter. The optimization criterion was the minimization of the entropy of the time samples of the output signal. The optimized spatial filter is linear and space invariant. In simulated and experimental recordings, the optimized wavelet filter showed increased selectivity with respect to previously proposed filters. For example, in simulation, the ratio between the peak-to-peak amplitude of action potentials generated by motor units 20 degrees apart in the transversal direction was 8.58% (with monopolar recording), 2.47% (double differential), 2.59% (normal double differential), and 0.47% (optimized wavelet filter). In experimental recordings, the duration of the detected action potentials decreased from (mean +/- SD) 6.9 +/- 0.3 ms (monopolar recording), to 4.5 +/- 0.2 ms (normal double differential), 3.7 +/- 0.2 (double differential), and 3.0 +/- 0.1 ms (optimized wavelet filter). In conclusion, the new class of spatial filters with the proposed signal-based optimization of the transfer function allows better discrimination of individual motor unit activities in surface EMG recordings than it was previously possible.